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Executive Summary and Recommendations 

  
 
As COVID-19 began to ravage the United States, Americans got a disturbing insight into the 
price we might ultimately pay for inexpensive imports from China. An op-ed in that country’s 
official Xinhua site talked openly about the leverage the pandemic would give them over the 
United States. China made most of the face masks used in this country, the article noted, so “if 
China prohibits the export of masks to the United States, the United States will fall into a mask 
shortage.”1 The United States also imports most of its pharmaceuticals, so if China banned 
exports “the United States would sink into the hell of a novel coronavirus epidemic.”2 Later, 
China actually did impose export restrictions on masks and ventilator components, preventing 
U.S. companies like 3M and General Electric from getting deliveries even from their own 
subsidiaries; and many suspected that China’s government was indeed using its control of the 
medical supply chain to extract concessions from the United States.3   
 
This may have been the moment when Americans realized that the comfortable assumptions 
underlying a generation of policy were fundamentally wrong. Economic interdependence was 
not easing either China’s confrontational diplomacy or its authoritarianism.4 Encouraging 
American companies to cut costs by outsourcing their supply chain to China might have a cost 
greater even than lost jobs and community investment. Just when we need those components the 
most, an adversarial Chinese government might decide to cut off deliveries.  
 
Discovering that cold fact with thousands of lives at risk has galvanized bipartisan concern about 
the nation’s economic security. For national security, we have long maintained a defense 
industrial base so that our economy can produce the goods we need to keep our military in the 
field. Yet few had asked, until now, whether the United States has a similar ability to ensure 
economic security — to keep the civilian side of our economy functioning in a time of crisis.  
 
No more. Having seen the risk, leaders in the Administration and on both sides of the aisle in 
Congress are focused on how to avoid dependence on hostile nations for critical parts of our 
civilian supply chain.  
 
How can the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) contribute to the goal of greater 
economic security?  That is the question this Subcommittee has been asked to address. It is, we 
conclude, the kind of job for which the Department was built. The Department’s mission is to 
prepare the nation for disasters of every sort — whether terrorist attacks, hurricanes, or 
pandemics. It understands better than most what the country needs in a crisis. And it knows that 
planning for bad news is the best way to keep the news from getting worse. If we want to make 
sure our critical civilian infrastructure keeps working in time of need, the Department’s culture 
and tools will be an essential part of the solution. 
 
Accordingly, this report makes a series of recommendations for how the Department should 
galvanize itself to address the current economic security threat. We begin by acknowledging the 
valuable contribution of the bipartisan Cyberspace Solarium Commission and its White Paper on 
supply chain security risks, which aims many of its recommendations at DHS. In addition to 
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those steps, the Subcommittee recommends the following actions, all of which are discussed in 
detail in the body of the report:  
 

Recommendation 1: The department should institutionalize the Economic Security 
Council. Congress should provide a legislative mandate for the establishment and 
maintenance of the council to identify concentrated risks, to set priorities and to 
coordinate enterprise-wide action on economic security matters. 
 
Recommendation 2: DHS must lead by example in procurement practices that foster 
cybersecurity, including supply chain security. The Secretary should ensure effective 
coordination through the Economic Security Council or some other mechanism among 
the many offices that can contribute to security in acquisitions, including the Office of 
Management, the Office of Acquisition, the acquiring component, CISA, the Chief 
Information Officer, and the Office of Science and Technology. 

Recommendation 3: A Deputy Assistant Secretary for Economic Security should be 
institutionalized within the Office of Strategy, Policy, and Plans.  

Recommendation 4: The intelligence community and DHS should create a joint supply 
chain intelligence center with private sector entities as participants and customers. This 
center should provide practical guidance about suppliers that may pose a particular risk. 
The center should also influence intelligence collection priorities and provide feedback to 
improve the quality of supply chain intelligence. 
 
Recommendation 5: The Secretary should define roles and missions and coordination 
responsibilities between CISA and the Office of Strategy, Policy and Plans, for the task 
of mapping civilian supply chain and economic security risks. 
 
Recommendation 6: At the start, the DHS economic security effort should be 
incremental, focused on high-impact, focused reviews of priority topics/sectors.  

 DHS should formalize its role in supplying data and risk management analysis to the 
Commerce Department pursuant to E.O. 13873. 

 DHS should conduct a joint DoD-DHS analysis of the industries identified by China 
as its priorities for ensuring China’s economic security (and reducing the economic 
security of the United States). The study should ask two questions about every 
industry on China’s shopping list: which U.S. producers are put at risk by China’s 
mercantilist policies and what can the U.S. do to ensure their survival? 

 DHS should conduct industry-wide supply chain assessments of particular companies 
or industries based on referrals from CFIUS, from Team Telecom, and from the E.O. 
13873 interagency process. 

 DHS’s economic security unit should also accept referrals from the Federal 
Acquisition Security Council. It should be possible for the Council to seek a broader 
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study of a particular industry or company than the Council itself is designed to 
perform. DHS’s economic security unit should be prepared to accept such referrals. 

 The DHS economic security unit should accept nominations for economic security 
reviews from DHS components concerned about their critical components. 

 
Recommendation 7: DHS’s economic security unit should be a focal point for Hart-
Scott-Rodino reviews where the merger could reduce competition or security in sales of 
equipment that is vital to DHS missions, such as icebreakers and cargo and traveler 
scanning equipment. 
 
Recommendation 8: FEMA, in coordination with DHS and the interagency, should put 
forward a framework for an executive order or legislation that revives and makes best use 
of existing authorities under the Defense Production Act and related executive and 
statutory authorities. 
 
   FEMA should rebuild its internal structures and programs to ensure that it has the 

resources necessary to respond to sudden national shortages during a national 
emergency.  

   FEMA and DHS should strengthen their engagement with the Title III program under 
the Defense Production Act, and develop an institutional capability to sponsor and 
follow through on the use of Title III funds to meet homeland economic security 
goals. 

 
Recommendation 9: The Secretary should direct CBP and ICE/HSI to make 
enforcement of economic security measures a measurable enforcement priority — and an 
intelligence collection target. 

Recommendation 10: The Secretary should direct USCIS and ICE to increase 
coordination on student visas, granting USCIS appropriate access to SEVIS data and 
working together on site visits and investigations in technology-heavy visa programs 
such as CPT and OPT. The Secretary should direct CBP, ICE, and USCIS to standardize 
and make available to each other data on foreign nationals coming to the U.S. for 
research and study; the State Department should join in this initiative. 

Recommendation 11: USCIS and the relevant HSAC subcommittee should review the 
EB-5 program for the risk that Chinese applicants may be operating as agents of the 
Chinese government. 

Recommendation 12: DHS should engage its interagency partners to:  
 Spur creation of a technology oversight and regulating task force to ensure that 

rapidly evolving Chinese technology does not evade necessary regulation; 
 Expand UAS regulatory resources (with support from Congress); 
 Encourage and actively support innovation in the development and production of 

UAS in the United States by U.S. companies, particularly for those UAS intended for 
U.S. government use; 

 Regulate the export of data (such as imagery) collected by UAS manufacturers; 
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 Consider requiring validation of the security of software, firmware, hardware and 
other UAS elements; and 

 Ensure effective detection and tracking of UAS and identification of UAS registrants  
 

Recommendation 13: TSA and the Deputy Assistant Secretary for Economic Security 
should jointly review the threat posed by Nuctech and other passenger and cargo 
screening equipment from China, with particular emphasis on Nuctech’s access to data 
and algorithms used by security agencies. DHS should decide whether the use of insecure 
equipment is consistent with TSA’s foreign airport security assessment standards.   
 
Recommendation 14: In coordination with the federal interagency process, the 
Department should identify relevant global standard-setting activities likely to have an 
impact on DHS and determine whether Chinese government efforts to influence the 
standards require monitoring or action.  
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INTRODUCTION 

 
 
DHS has a unique contribution to make to the security of U.S. trade lanes, supply chains, 
investments abroad, cyberinfrastructure, and immigration systems. At the same time, many other 
parts of the federal government are equally essential to the effort. In the face of a highly 
coordinated and well-financed strategic competitor — namely China — we cannot resort to 
bureaucratically siloed efforts. If we do, we can expect China (and others) to find new and 
destructive ways to exploit our dependence. 

With those considerations in mind, this report will focus first on the challenge posed by 
adversary nations hoping to use economic interdependence against the United States. It will then 
provide an overview of the work already being done in other U.S. government agencies on 
economic security issues and how DHS can assist them. Finally, the report will take a closer look 
at what components of the Department are doing on the issue. Because this is a report to the 
Secretary of Homeland Security, we have aimed our recommendations principally at the 
activities and organization of that Department. 

 
The Threat to American Economic Security is Growing 

 

China 

China’s conduct during the global pandemic is only the most recent evidence that China does not 
intend to smoothly integrate into the multilateral globalized trade and tariff arrangements that the 
United States helped to build and maintain over the past five decades.5 Those arrangements have 
lowered tariffs and trade barriers, creating a presumption that international trade will be shaped 
by each nation’s comparative economic advantages rather than its mercantilist power. While 
China has grown rich under this open, rules-based economic order, it has not accepted the 
underlying premises of that order. Instead, China’s success has deepened its commitment to an 
authoritarian and mercantilist economic system.  
 
China’s new prosperity has also made more obvious its lack of respect for the system that made 
possible its rise. It now has far more weight in the international trading system, so when it throws 
that weight around, everyone notices.  It is no longer possible to assume, as a generation of 
policymakers did, that trade with China would mean cheaper goods in the U.S. in the short term 
and more democracy and commitment to the trading system in Beijing over the long haul.  
 
Instead, it is clear that for at least the near future, China will remain a deeply authoritarian state 
in which economic activity is subordinated to the political goals of the Chinese Communist 
Party. Those goals include military, economic, and technological power sufficient to dominate 
Asia and force the United States to accept the legitimacy of China’s political system and its 
primacy in large parts of the world.6  
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The emerging strategic competition between the United States and China is more than military. 
While China's growing military power is undoubtedly a concern, the new long-term “threats” are 
decidedly economic, and the new “weapons” are trade deals, innovation, technology and 
intellectual property, global standards (data, e-commerce, customs), infrastructure, and critical 
supply chain dependencies (weaknesses exacerbated and laid bare by COVID-19).7 The U.S.-
China strategic competition is increasingly driven by who controls the underlying systems, 
technologies, and rules by which we advance our economic interests.      
 
We now know how China will pursue that competition. It has already rejected the political 
reform that most Americans hoped would come with greater prosperity. It has rejected freedom 
of speech and press, human rights, transparent governance, and religious freedoms, and its 
commitment to economic reform is limited by its ruler’s determination to maintain political and 
ideological control of even its largest companies.8 That determination means that China will take 
two roads at once. It will participate and pursue its interests inside the existing multilateral 
system while at the same time undercutting that system with actions and institutions that run 
counter to the assumptions of multilateral trade.  
 
The United States finds itself at a critical moment. It must reconsider in light of the Chinese 
challenge all the assumptions on which America’s global trade patterns rest. As Beijing works to 
gain power and influence in both developing economies as well as the historically open 
economic and political systems of the U.S. and its allies, protecting the homeland requires that 
the U.S. understand and prepare for the ways in which trade with China exposes us to economic 
pressure.   
 
Chinese Communist Party Strategy 

 
For nearly three decades, the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) has been developing and 
expanding a new form of authoritarian mercantilist government. This governance model has 
resulted in China emerging as a strategic competitor to the United States. The relationship is 
unique in U.S. history because China is a large trading partner that also threatens the United 
States economically, technologically, and militarily. China has a population four times that of the 
United States.9 Most economic studies project China’s GDP to exceed that of the U.S. by 2030, 
though some caution that a reduced birth rate means that China may “grow old before it grows 
rich.”10 Even so, its unprecedented economic growth seems certain to allow China to increase its 
economic coercion and expand its military. 
 
Over the past two decades, developing commercial technologies have caused a shift in the nature 
of global power. Technology is transforming entire economies and creating a gusher of wealth 
for some companies and some countries. The People’s Republic of China sees this as an 
opportunity to gain advantage over its western rivals. China's grand strategy has been to use its 
vast domestic market to attract foreign technical expertise and technology and then gradually 
turn the market over to national champions able to push out the foreign firms, with as much help 
from Beijing as those champions may need.11 The goal is to build an advanced Chinese 
technology industry independent of the rest of the world. In the end, protected from challenge in 
China, its companies will be free to challenge western competitors in their home markets. 
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For the CCP, economic competition is part of a struggle to advance China against what it sees as 
a U.S.-led effort to contain China and suppress its rise. The CCP’s system of strategic 
competition and authoritarian control has long depended on aggressive use of digital technology. 
The CCP employs the same sorts of data, sensors, and artificial intelligence as U.S. high-tech 
companies, and it has turned that technology into an effective method of social control.12 
Originally designed to keep its own population in check, the party has discovered that it can also 
use its technology and economic influence to constrain political expression and action around the 
world. In recent years, the CCP has expanded its efforts to control or influence foreign 
companies, governments, media, and populations. Wherever it perceives a dependence on the 
Chinese economy, it has wielded that dependence as a weapon. Just since the COVID-19 crisis, 
China’s leaders have threatened western governments, arrested and expelled journalists, and 
stopped U.S. and other companies from operating in China because of statements or actions that 
did not fully support the CCP regime.13 In addition to the use of economic leverage, China’s 
effort to control countries and companies outside its borders has included payments to corrupt 
government officials, extensive cyber attacks, and media influence campaigns.    
 
At the core of China’s global strategy is the goal of altering the current international rules-based 
order. Changing the current international order is essential for China to fulfill its stated objective 
of “reascending to its rightful place at the top of the world” by 2049, when it intends to be the 
dominant power in Asia and an economic, technological, and military global superpower.14   
 
The principal obstacle to this goal is the United States. To achieve “national rejuvenation,” 
therefore, China has carried out economic aggression, cyberespionage, covert influence 
campaigns, and intellectual property theft against U.S. interests. The National Security Strategy 
and the National Defense Strategy of the United States both warn of the risks posed by China’s 
economic rise and by the CCP’s stated objectives of altering the world order.15 
 
Economic Espionage and Theft of U.S. Technology 

 
To obtain the cutting-edge technology China needs to meet its ambitious goals, China has been 
prepared to use whatever leverage it has. 
 
In many cases, this leverage comes from China’s ability to steal secrets from commercial firms 
that cannot defend themselves against nation-state espionage. China’s economic espionage and 
illegal acquisition of technology in the United States have been primarily directed at aerospace, 
information, and energy technologies as well as biopharma and new materials development.16 
These activities are actively encouraged by the CCP at the central government and provincial 
levels. At least 75 percent of the prosecutions involving Chinese economic espionage are tied to 
the key technologies identified in China’s industrial planning document Made in China 2025.17   
A conservative estimate is that the U.S. has in total lost over $1 trillion to China’s collection 
efforts. This does not include the impact on the U.S. economy, such as loss of jobs and market 
share, and losses from counterfeit and pirated tangible goods, and software piracy. 
 
In other cases, China’s leverage comes from the eagerness of western firms to participate in 
China’s massive domestic market. The government actively pressures western firms hoping to 
sell in China to turn over key strategic technologies in order to do business there.18 China has 
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adopted a set of policies designed to reinforce the pressure. In many cases, technology transfers 
are effectively required by China’s foreign direct investment regime, which closes off important 
sectors of the economy to foreign firms unless they enter into joint ventures with Chinese 
entities. In addition, China’s 2017 Cybersecurity Law requires that foreign firms’ technology and 
services pass national security reviews; that they store all data in China; that western data center 
providers form joint ventures with the Chinese companies who will eventually become their 
competitors; that they use Chinese government-approved encryption and virtual private networks 
whose effectiveness against Chinese government spying is questionable; and that data transfers 
to the home office require Chinese government approval.19  
 
“Supply Chain Independence for Me, But Not for Thee” — China’s Quest for Self-Reliance  

 
For at least fifteen years, the goal of all this theft and pressure has been clear: China is 
determined to achieve autonomy in digital technology products.  
 
In 2006, China officially announced its plans for indigenous innovation. In 2008, the CCP 
Organization Department implemented the Thousand Talents Program. This program is only one 
of more than 300 such programs designed to enlist the talents of foreign-educated scientists and 
researchers to serve China’s national development needs. To date, these programs have enlisted 
more than 60,000 foreign experts.20 However, these programs were not designed to be 
permanent. They were only designed to advance China’s scientific, technical, and financial 
expertise to the point of self-sufficiency. Many of the Thousand Talents Program contracts 
require western academics to establish shadow laboratories in Chinese universities and train 
Ph.D. students.21 The recent expulsion from the United States of Chinese researchers and 
students suspected of exploiting critical research and academic networks suggests that our 
historically open engagement and spirit of cross-border educational inclusion is increasingly 
being weaponized against U.S. economic security interests. 
 
Beijing has also begun a relentless drive to self-reliance in semiconductors. In 2016, President Xi 
Jinping said, “the fact that core technology is controlled by others is our greatest hidden 
danger.”22 Vice Premier Ma Kai made similar remarks at the 2018 National People’s Congress: 
“We cannot be reliant on foreign chips.”23 China’s investment in semiconductors is $118 billion 
over five years, including $60 billion from provincial and municipal governments.24  
 
All countries want to foster technologically sophisticated industries, assuming that such 
industries produce good jobs in a field that is likely to grow. But China’s aspiration to replace all 
western technologies with indigenous capabilities is not just about better jobs for its citizens. It 
assumes that dependence on western technology will ultimately lead to domination by western 
countries. That may or may not be true, but it does open a window on how China would use 
western dependence on its technology. China is likely to act the way it thinks the West will act 
— by exploiting our technological dependence to achieve dominance. 
 
Indeed, China may already be exploiting our growing digital dependence. Long before America 
comes to rely on sophisticated Chinese chips, the U.S. will be dependent on imports of less 
sophisticated components. But even a relatively low-value and unsophisticated digital 
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component could be used to facilitate espionage or to fail in a crisis, leaving command and 
control of military operations at risk.  
 
Among the fastest growing technology sectors is the use of embedded technology to 
communicate, sense, and interact with the external environment. The adaptation and evolution of 
what many call the “Internet of Things" (IoT) will also become the greatest cyber vulnerability 
for U.S. critical infrastructure over the next decade. It is estimated there will be 30 billion 
devices on the IoT by 2030, and many will be small, cheap, and made outside the United States, 
principally in China. The Department of Defense recently estimated that from 2010 to 2019, the 
number of Chinese suppliers in the Department’s supplier base had increased by 420 percent.25    
 
To describe IoT devices is to understand the risks they pose. They often have radio frequency, 
optical, and acoustic sensors, and geolocation information that could yield lucrative intelligence.  
In addition, the ability to identify, track, and control devices will provide foreign governments 
and criminal organizations unprecedented opportunities to sabotage the U.S. economy from the 
macro level to individual households.  
 
IoT devices are already used in all sectors of our critical infrastructure ranging from city-wide 
traffic control systems to individual medical devices. Over the next decade IoT devices will be 
pervasive throughout the U.S. economy and infrastructure. These devices will be part of the 
industrial control systems on which the electric grid, water systems, refineries, pipelines, and 
most manufacturing plants depend. The ability to disrupt the functioning of these devices in time 
of crisis is a potent weapon in an adversary’s hands.26 Unlike the Defense Department, however, 
U.S. critical infrastructure industries rarely have knowledge of the third- and fourth-tier 
subcontractors on whose products they depend. 
 
U.S. Dependence and Supply Chain Vulnerability 

 
Until recently, the United States has ignored these threats. We have assumed that the basic 
trading rules in place for more than half a century will continue. We have allowed our industries 
to aggressively outsource their production chain to the cheapest locations, with the expectation 
that the costs and savings from that outsourcing are matters for the individual firms’ bottom 
lines. The global supply chain has made U.S. industries globally competitive, but it has also 
become America’s greatest vulnerability.27 While U.S. industries have benefited from 
inexpensive parts and labor, the United States — particularly our critical infrastructure and 
defense sectors — are now vulnerable to cyberattacks, insider threats, part modifications, and 
sabotage. And the cost of that vulnerability, in many cases, will fall not on the firms that 
offshored their suppliers, but on the Americans who depend on them for goods and services in 
time of crisis. 
 
The evidence is overwhelming that China has successfully exploited supply chain vulnerabilities 
to the detriment of U.S. economic security. Hundreds of economic espionage, cyber, and illegal 
export cases over the last ten years reveal how China has exploited the U.S. supply chain.   
According to the 2018 Office of the Director of National Intelligence (ODNI) National 
Counterintelligence and Security Center report, Foreign Economic Espionage in Cyberspace: 
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China has expansive efforts in place to acquire U.S. technology to include 
sensitive trade secrets and proprietary information. It continues to use cyber 
espionage to support its strategic development goals — science and technology 
advancement, military modernization, and economic policy objectives. China's 
cyberspace operations are part of a complex, multipronged technology 
development strategy that uses licit and illicit methods to achieve its goals. 
Chinese companies and individuals often acquire U.S. technology for 
commercial and scientific purposes. At the same time, the Chinese government 
seeks to enhance its collection of U.S. technology by enlisting the support of a 
broad range of actors spread throughout its government and industrial base.28 

 
China combines cyber exploitation of supply chain operations, human recruitment, and the 
knowledge of some scholars in U.S. universities, as part of a strategic technology acquisition 
effort. Most tier two and below supply chain companies cannot afford the cyber defense or 
insider threat programs necessary to combat China’s systematic collection and exploitation 
effort.    
 
The CCP leadership has also sought to exploit supply chains in more direct ways. We have 
already described the Chinese state media suggestion that it could let the United States “drown in 
a sea of COVID.”29 China has also threatened on several occasions to stop the export of rare 
earth minerals, which would dramatically impact U.S. production of electronics.30    
 
To put the matter starkly, the United States cannot afford to rely entirely on China for products, 
or even for precursors and components, that America will need in a crisis — because it is 
precisely when the crisis comes that China will be most tempted to use its leverage for 
diplomatic, commercial, or even military advantage.  
 
Russia  

China is not alone in seeking to exploit the globalization of American supply chains. While it 
lacks the sheer economic might of China, the Russian Federation yields to no country in its 
fondness for imaginative, even reckless, cyberoperations, many of which can only be carried out 
with access to some part of the information technology supply chain.  
 
Russia is a strategic competitor of the U.S. and in some areas, such as energy and arm sales, an 
economic competitor.31 Russian President Vladimir Putin makes no secret of his ambition to 
force the U.S. to treat Russia as an equal in the military, intelligence, and diplomatic spheres. An 
important part of his strategy is to develop Russia’s cyber capabilities and to integrate cyber with 
traditional military power to conduct hybrid warfare. Information warfare looks to him like a 
cheap way to create unrest, uncertainty, and paralysis in the homelands of Russia’s strategic 
rivals.32 The U.S. has been a target of Russian cyber operations for many years, most notably the 
DNC hack during the 2016 U.S. presidential campaign. By most accounts, Russia is again trying 
to manipulate social media to influence the outcome of the 2020 elections.  
 
Given the skill of its hackers, Russia can be expected to exploit (and to create) supply chain 
dependencies that foster espionage and denials of service. Russia may also work with China to 
create and exploit supply chain weaknesses. During Putin’s 20-year tenure as Russia’s leader, 
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Russia and China have developed closer relations. Russia and China now conduct joint military 
exercises, have developed close cooperative relations in energy, and have signed agreements on 
establishing cyber norms of behavior.33 Considering the statements made by both Putin and 
Chinese President Xi about the strategic threat posed by the U.S., it is reasonable to assume that 
their cooperation may include identifying supply chain vulnerabilities. Indeed, with the relatively 
recent emergence of Chinese efforts to manipulate U.S. social media, one wonders whether the 
Russians have already shared some of their expertise.34   
 

 
Responding to Our New Vulnerability 

 

Recognition of the threat to U.S. economic security has been steadily growing in recent years. 
President Trump’s approach to trade with China spurred a notable change of direction in every 
corner of the executive branch, often with strong bipartisan support.  
 
The Subcommittee began its investigation by examining what other agencies and Congress have 
already done. DHS is, after all, the youngest cabinet department. While its responsibilities place 
it at the center of the economic security issue, it can learn a great deal from others, whether in 
Congress, on federal commissions, or in other agencies, some of which have been addressing the 
issue far longer. We believe that in many cases, DHS will do best to learn from or support 
existing economic security initiatives rather than reinventing its own competing structures or 
missions. 

Defense Department   

The best example of an agency with a mature economic security capability is the Department of 
Defense (DoD). DoD needs a reliable civilian supply chain to prevail in a military conflict. From 
a DoD perspective, economic security is a strong Defense Industrial Base (civilian and defense 
sectors) to support DoD in military conflicts.35 Protecting this capability requires first identifying 
globalized trade flows that create vulnerabilities for DoD’s mission and then adopting measures 
to minimize or eliminate those risks. The proliferation of high-tech commercial technology and 
the globalized shift of manufacturing have had tremendous economic benefits for the United 
States and other countries around the world, but the risks of offshoring, just-in-time 
manufacturing, and global supply chain optimization have become increasingly visible in the 
defense industrial base in the second decade of the 21st century. 
 
While national security priorities and Buy America laws ensure that the vast majority of the 
development and production of defense systems occurred in the United States, the production of 
some critical subcomponents and materials have migrated overseas. DoD’s annual Industrial 
Capabilities reports to Congress summarized the Department’s guidance, assessments, and 
mitigation actions, and have identified weaknesses in the industrial base.36 The reports note, for 
example, that the production of microelectronics and materials such as rare earth elements as 
well as specialty chemicals and energetics used in explosives are increasingly produced only 
outside of the United States — in some cases, almost exclusively in China. The production of 
these components and materials moved overseas due to market forces, because these items are 
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used overwhelmingly for commercial purposes in electronics such as computers and 
smartphones. The challenge for DoD, however, is that these are also essential components in 
critical advanced defense systems such as radars and precision-guided munitions. 
 
As a result, DoD’s focus on the industrial base has sharpened in recent years. The Office of 
Industrial Affairs, which had been demoted in stature in the early 2000s, was elevated and 
eventually strengthened further in 2013 with the creation of the Office of Manufacturing and 
Industrial Base Policy (MIBP). In addition to the traditional focus on industrial base assessments, 
anti-trust reviews of defense-related mergers and acquisitions, and Title I and III of the Defense 
Production Act (DPA), responsibility for the Committee on Foreign Investment in the United 
States (CFIUS) was transferred to MIBP. Now the Office of Industrial Policy, headed by a 
Deputy Assistant Secretary, maintains a direct-report relationship to the Under Secretary of 
Defense for Acquisition and Sustainment, giving DoD a strong focal point for industrial base 
analysis and mitigation efforts across the department. 
 
The current Industrial Policy office (IndPol) is structured around three main activities (total 
budget around $200 million, at least half for industry support): 37  
 

Assessments. This team focuses on critical warfighting capabilities identified mainly by the 
military services — missiles, electronics, shipbuilding, radars, ground transport, materials, and 
so on. The assessments team conducts regular reviews and analyses of industrial base sectors, 
and produces the annual Industrial Capabilities Report to Congress.  
 
This group also leads reviews under Title I of the DPA for DoD. Title I gives the U.S. 
government authority to require that suppliers of a particular product enter into supply contracts 
with DoD and give  priority to those contracts. In supporting this function, IndPol works with the 
military services to rate priority orders under the DPA, giving the highest level ratings for the 
most critical national security programs (Columbia class submarines, Ground-Based Strategic 
Deterrent, etc.). In the conduct of these functions, IndPol’s Title I team works closely with the 
Department of Commerce, which manages the Defense Priorities and Allocation System (DPAS) 
program for Title I actions across the U.S. Government.38 In recent years, this group also played 
the lead DoD role in Section 232 and Section 301 investigations concerning steel and aluminum. 
 
National security reviews. A critical IndPol function is the review of corporate transactions to 
assess their impact on national security. Specifically, IndPol leads the DoD reviews of defense-
related mergers and acquisitions (M&A) and of foreign direct investment under their respective 
regulatory regimes. M&A reviews are focused on maintaining competition and are governed by 
the Hart Scott Rodino (HSR) Antitrust Improvements Act of 1976.39 In general, government 
policy relies on market forces to determine the shape of the government contracting market, but 
the U.S. government will intervene if a merger might leave DoD depending on a monopoly 
supplier in a particular market.  
 
IndPol also leads CFIUS reviews for DoD as part of the interagency committee led by the 
Treasury Department. These reviews have grown more challenging in recent years. Transactions 
originating from Chinese firms were less than 4 percent of transactions reviewed during 2007-
2009, for example, but had become the largest number of cases filed by 2016-2018 (26.5 
percent). Moreover, the nature of the Chinese transactions drew increased scrutiny because the 
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vast majority of these proposed acquisitions (84 percent) were focused on the manufacturing, 
finance, information, and services sectors.40 That scrutiny in turn led to passage of the Foreign 
Investment Risk Review Modernization Act of 2018 (FIRRMA), discussed below. 
 
Industry support programs. IndPol manages a number of programs focused on strengthening the 
defense industrial base through public-private partnerships that can build U.S. domestic 
industrial capabilities and capacities in particular sectors (e.g. materials, microelectronics) where 
the commercial market alone is not sufficient to support DoD requirements. DPA Title III is the 
principal authority used to fund such projects, and it has been used actively for decades. Funding 
has varied, but averaged $40-70 million per year until the COVID-19 pandemic.  
 
Title III has traditionally focused on projects to build or modernize capacity, such as the ability 
to do complex forgings for naval propulsion shafts and to produce beryllium domestically. In a 
cautionary tale about industrial policy and shifting political winds, however, Title III was also 
used to support biofuels development for DoD at a time when U.S. dependence on foreign oil 
was coming to an end. For a time, one of the biggest programs under Title III, involving 
hundreds of millions of dollars, was the Navy’s biofuels program. In a drive to build a “Great 
Green Fleet,” the Navy at one point paid $424 a gallon for fuel based on oil from algae.41 The 
thin connection to national security made the funding controversial, which led to significant 
restrictions on future Title III efforts.  
 
While Title III is a Presidential authority, all projects prior to 2020 were initiated and led by DoD 
with one exception – an effort by DHS’s Office of Science and Technology to initiate a Title III 
project on “secure shipping containers.” After numerous delays, this project was awarded $20 
million in late 2018. It is being executed by DoD with DHS sponsorship from S&T. The period 
of performance for the project runs through 2022.  
 
The Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security (CARES) Act added $1 billion to the DPA 
Fund and removed funding restrictions on individual Title III projects.42 The tremendous 
infusion into the DPA Fund was its largest ever, and some of these funds have already been used 
as the current administration greatly accelerated Title III projects. Whereas, for example, it took 
18 months to get rare earth Title III projects to the point of award, two COVID-19 pandemic-
focused Title III projects, each over $120 million, were started in less than a month utilizing 
those DPA funds.43    
 

There are three additional IndPol programs that support industry:  
 
 The Industrial Base Analysis and Sustainment (IBAS) program was created in 2013 and 

has a similar mandate to Title III. It has generally been funded at $10-30 million over the 
past several years, but received funding greater than $50 million in FY2019. IBAS was 
recently used for a competition to reshore heavy rare earth processing in the United 
States.  

 
 The Trusted Capital Marketplace (TCM) program was established to foster venture 

capital investment and deal flow in the interest of creating opportunities for U.S.-based 
startups and other non-traditional sources of defense technology. The goal is to help them 
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partner with DoD, as opposed to taking funds from adversarial sources such as Chinese-
backed venture funds.   

 
 Small Business programs support the industrial base by focusing on policies and 

programs to strengthen small companies and new entrants into the defense 
marketplace. One example of a capability area where many or all of these industrial base 
capabilities is brought to bear is semiconductors. DoD has recognized that the Trusted 
Foundry program, designed to ensure secure production of semiconductors, has been 
unable to keep U.S. semiconductor manufacturing at the cutting edge.44 DoD is working 
with these and related programs to reshore microelectronics capability in the most 
expeditious way possible.   

 
IndPol is a potential model for DHS’s approach to economic security. While DHS may never 
have DoD’s scale, many IndPol functions are appropriate for a DHS-led economic security 
strategy. (IndPol staffing is currently around 100 FTEs, approximately 30 government civilians 
and 70 contractors). IndPol tools are readily applicable for DHS use, however: 

 Assessments. Economic security assessments of areas of DHS concern — civilian supply 
chain, information technology, and the like — may provide immediate value to DHS 
components and have an outsized impact outside the Department. (See recommendation 
5d). 

 
 Regulatory reviews. DHS is already one of the more aggressive and effective participants 

in CFIUS reviews of foreign investment. This capability should be combined with other 
economic security missions. DHS has not played a similar role in the conduct of HSR 
merger reviews that might impact large DHS procurements. We conclude that it should. 
(See recommendation 8). 
 

 Industrial support programs. Title III of the DPA is a Presidential authority that can be 
delegated to any department that makes procurements for national security needs. Until 
the coronavirus crisis, the DoD has been the only department to use appropriated funding 
for Title III programs. DHS has sought support from Title III in the past but its projects 
were not funded. Having a focal point for DPA Title III within DHS would create a 
natural opportunity to identify, vet, and muster support for capacity-building efforts. This 
is how the Department of Health and Human Services is handling its DPA Title III efforts 
as part of the COVID-19 response. 

 
A review of DoD’s economic security capabilities would not be complete without a mention of 
the U.S. Air Force Office of Commercial and Economic Analysis (OCEA). OCEA is also a 
potential model for DHS, particularly for how economic security assessments could be 
done. OCEA performs strategic commercial assessments to measure actual U.S. commercial 
strength in DoD-relevant industries. OCEA’s experience has taught it several relevant lessons: 
(1) Authorities are good to have; but analytic capability is essential. (2) OCEA is influential only 
because its assessments are useful; it has no strong authorities or institutional “mandate,” and it 
does not think it needs them as long as its work product is useful to policymakers. (3) Most 
implementation authority at DoD begins with DoD procurements; DHS should where possible 
use its procurements to support economic security. (4) Even DoD, with its large purchasing 
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power, rarely finds that its own purchases are sufficient to incentivize necessary security 
measures; it needs to enlist large U.S. critical infrastructure companies in the private sector to 
reach a scale that can drive the market. With its ties to the private sector, DHS can play a 
supportive role in this effort. 
 
Treasury Department  

The Treasury Department administers and chairs CFIUS. CFIUS was created in the 1970s to 
address the special risks created by foreign investment in certain American industries. Foreign 
investment in the U.S. is usually welcome but it can sometimes pose a real threat to economic 
security. Companies based in adversary countries, whether they are nominally private or state-
owned enterprises, may buy U.S.-based technology companies and move that technology out of 
the U.S. permanently. Indeed, as the Defense Department has learned, these transactions do not 
have to be outright purchases. They can include many joint ventures and equity investments as 
well.  
 
Many such transactions were beyond the reach of CFIUS until the adoption of FIRRMA. 
FIRRMA strengthened CFIUS’s authorities to reach joint ventures, police transfers of critical 
technology, and mitigate risks through national security agreements.  
 
That said, CFIUS by itself still cannot address all threats to U.S. economic security. For one 
thing, it covers investments in U.S. companies. It does not deal with foreign companies that build 
their businesses in the U.S. from scratch, either through investment here or through imports. 
Second, CFIUS exists to shine an intense spotlight on a single transaction by a single foreign 
buyer at a single point in time, and its only recourse is to prohibit or limit that particular 
acquisition. In many cases, a broader view of the industry and global competition is necessary to 
appreciate the risk and to fashion a remedy more effective than just saying “no” to the deal at 
hand. We believe that conducting such a broader review is one valuable role that DHS’s 
economic security unit should undertake in the future. See recommendation 6b. 
 
Commerce Department  

 
The Department of Commerce is explicitly tasked with fostering economic growth through fair 
trade and innovation. Among the Department’s strategic goals is strengthening U.S. national and 
economic security. Recently, the Commerce Department has taken steps to assess and categorize 
goods and supply chains that are critical to the U.S., identifying 700 products needed in an 
emergency. The Department then sought to assess U.S. domestic capacity to produce these 
products but discovered key gaps in the data regarding, for example, domestic cost of production 
and demand, and possible alternative suppliers. In addition, the U.S. government as a whole 
lacks the expertise to assess the relative strength or weakness of an industry; and often lacks 
access to existing trade datasets that may hold critical information about key industries, including 
which are being offshored. Given its cross-cutting border authorities, DHS may be a logical 
place to monitor existing economic security datasets and to house any which are developed in 
future. 
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Growing or reshoring essential industries is at the heart of any long-term plan for economic 
security. Ways to incentivize that effort include U.S. government procurement mechanisms, 
trade remedies protecting U.S. suppliers, and international cooperation to foster suppliers 
independent of Chinese influence. DHS can play a key role in the growth and protection of 
domestic industry through the Department’s tariff and import enforcement authorities, 
particularly those exercised by Customs and Border Protection (CBP) and Immigration and 
Customs Enforcement (ICE). Indeed, Commerce Department officials told the Subcommittee 
that DHS’s ability to use customs, sanctions, trade remedy, and export control enforcement 
authorities in a policy-sensitive fashion would be a valuable tool in economic security. We have 
incorporated this suggestion into recommendation 9. In addition, these witnesses suggested that  
DHS’s Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency (CISA) can play an important role in 
assessing cybersecurity vulnerabilities related to the communications and information 
technology (IT) supply chain, pursuant to Executive Order 13873. These observations are 
reflected in recommendation 6a. 

 
The Bureau of Industry and Security within the Commerce Department is responsible under the 
DPA for prioritization of government contracts for industrial products in an emergency. 
Commerce has delegated to DHS (and other departments) the authority to prioritize contracts 
needed for national defense. At DHS, FEMA generally exercises this authority. In emergency 
situations, Commerce often relies on FEMA for contract prioritization — experience that could 
be replicated for other industries in non-emergency situations. This authority is an important part 
of the economic security structure created by the DPA, and FEMA’s execution of it should be 
closely coordinated with other parts of DHS through the Department’s Economic Security 
Council. See recommendation 1. 

 
State Department  

The State Department in the Trump administration has focused closely on economic security, 
with attention to U.S. economic resilience and vulnerability, particularly in relation to China. 
The Department has pursued a number of international initiatives in economic security:  
 
 The Clean Network program, an economic security initiative which seeks to protect 

critical U.S. telecommunications and technology infrastructure from adversaries such as 
China. The program includes five lines of effort: Clean Carrier (protecting 
telecommunications networks from PRC carriers), Clean Store (eliminating untrusted 
surveillance applications from U.S.-based mobile app stores), Clean Apps (preventing 
covert surveillance smartphone applications from being preinstalled or available for 
installation), Clean Cloud (protected cloud-based storage), and Clean Cable (protecting 
undersea cables). The Clean Networks initiative is perhaps the highest-profile example of 
State Department efforts to counter China’s 5G challenge and that country’s digital 
authoritarian ambitions.  

 
 The Blue Dot Network, a joint endeavor with Australia’s Department of Foreign Affairs 

and Japan’s Bank for International Cooperation, which provides public-private financing 
for infrastructure projects that meet rigorous standards for transparency and private 
sector-led development.45 This effort seeks to counterbalance state-led economic 
investment, particularly in developing countries targeted by China’s Belt and Road 
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Initiative — which subsidizes and develops infrastructure, thereby indebting emerging 
economies to China and creating commercial dependence on China in those economies’ 
private sector.46 (The use of these funds to dominate international ports and shipping is 
properly of particular concern to DHS’s components like the Coast Guard and Customs 
and Border Protection.) Blue Dot investment thus helps to safeguard supply chains and 
global networks, in turn supporting U.S. economic security.47  

 
 The Prague Proposals were developed at a 2019 security conference in that city; they 

seek to foster both security and resilience in the context of transnational supply chains for 
information and communications technology (ICT) equipment. Foreign influence is of 
particular concern here, which is why the Prague principles emphasize transparency in 
relation to suppliers’ ownership and corporate governance structures (among other 
things).48  
 

 The Deal Team Initiative, launched by the State Department in February 2020, aims to 
better coordinate the resources of the U.S. economic interagency community in order to 
help U.S. companies win business overseas and promote the economic foreign policy of 
the United States.   

 
As a complement and foundation for its initiatives, State Department witnesses before the 
Subcommittee welcomed a DHS role in more strategic analysis of economic vital interests and 
risks, akin to the assessments done routinely by the Department of Defense. While the 
Subcommittee is not persuaded that DHS has the current capability and resources to perform all 
of the tasks currently performed by the Defense Department, we have recommended several 
more focused reviews that could serve the State Department’s purposes. See recommendations 
6a-6d. By the same token, the State Department needs to do more to include DHS in its 
international initiatives beyond economic security issues. DHS has the third largest workforce 
outside the United States (after State and DoD), and it has a host of international engagements 
and points of tension that should be recognized by the State Department. 

 
Intelligence Community 

Identifying deliberate or negligent flaws in the components on which our critical infrastructure 
depends is at least in part a matter of good intelligence. But it is intelligence of a particular kind 
— a thorough mix of open source, proprietary, and classified information. It requires gathering 
information about U.S. as well as foreign suppliers, and the audience for any analysis is more 
likely to be a private company than the government, because it is the private owner of critical 
infrastructure who must cure the threat.  
 
The Intelligence Community has growing interest in and concern about supply chain risks, but it 
has faced institutional difficulties in creating effective intelligence programs to address the 
issue.49 From the standpoint of the Intelligence Community, there are both real and perceived 
legal constraints on its authority to collect information about, to analyze, and to report on the 
U.S. companies that participate in a given supply chain. Effective supply chain analysis cannot 
be done without understanding suppliers’competitiveness, financial viability, vulnerability to 
compromise, and dependence on Chinese government favor. These are not traditional topics for  
intelligence collection and reporting.  
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By comparison, DHS does and must look both outward — at foreign threats, and inward — at 
the U.S. persons it protects. That is required by its homeland-oriented mission. Moreover, DHS 
is already a center for sharing supply chain information. Pursuant to a recent Office of 
Management and Budget (OMB) regulation implementing the Federal Acquisition Supply Chain 
Security Act, DHS is the executive agency for sharing information on supply chain risks for the 
federal government. In this capacity, DHS will support an interagency task force to collect and 
distribute information from government and private sources. The information will be used to 
order mitigation of supply chain risks, including removal of risky products from the federal IT 
infrastructure. 

 
In the broader Intelligence Community, supply chain security for the private sector is not given 
priority. The reasons for this are many. The Intelligence Community has concerns about whether 
classified information can be protected if conveyed to private industry. It is uneasy that 
providing information to one company or a few companies will be seen as improper favoritism. 
At the same time, the Intelligence Community also faces knowledge gaps; a lack of familiarity 
with the alternative sources of supply and mitigation strategies may mean that it too often 
delivers “nuggets” of derogatory information about a particular supplier without the context that 
would enable companies to mitigate the risk. In short, the Intelligence Community is not used to 
interacting with the private sector as a customer. Yet, often the party most involved in supply 
chain decisions is an individual private company or a few companies.  
 
Notwithstanding these institutional difficulties, the Intelligence Community sees both the need 
for and value of a Supply Chain Intelligence Center to pull together and make actionable 
intelligence on supply chain security. It is not often that intelligence agencies agree that a sister 
agency is the best place to house an intelligence function, but we were told by multiple witnesses 
that they saw DHS as the logical place for such a center, given its closer relationship with the 
private sector and its better legal tools for working with private companies, along with its 
mission in critical infrastructure and risk management. The Subcommittee agrees. 
 
The Subcommittee also believes that the center should provide feedback on the intelligence it 
receives, and it should play a large role in setting intelligence collection priorities. This is 
necessary to remedy the current dearth of actionable supply chain intelligence. The quality of 
intelligence collection could be greatly improved if the intelligence collection agencies were 
challenged by a demanding and sophisticated consumer; that is a role that DHS can and should 
play.  
 
For this reason, the Subcommittee has recommended that a supply chain intelligence center be 
established under the leadership of the Department, and that the center, through DHS, be given a 
strong voice in setting intelligence collection priorities for supply chain risks. See 
recommendation 4. 
 
 
Export-Import Bank of the United States 

The Export-Import Bank of the United States (EXIM) offers credit and assumes risk when the 
private sector is unable or unwilling to do so. Newly reauthorized for seven years, EXIM is 
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positioned to support U.S. economic security by facilitating U.S. exports, thereby supporting the 
creation and retention of domestic production. EXIM is especially helpful for small businesses, 
which may lack the necessary assets and diversified financial structure to compete with foreign 
companies subsidized by their home governments.  

 
EXIM’s Program on China seeks to meet Chinese subsidies with U.S. assistance, reserving at 
least 20% of total financing authority to match the rates and conditions of loans, guarantees, and 
insurance offered to Chinese companies by China’s government. Focused on ten key areas which 
broadly align with the Made in China 2025 Initiative, this EXIM Program prevents Chinese 
manufacturers from undercutting U.S. companies and also incentivizes reshoring.50 This targeted 
support allows U.S. companies to develop products and technologies crucial to U.S. economic 
security that have a longer arc to profitability.  
 
In 2019, EXIM stood ready to offer $27 billion (USD) in export financing assistance, while 
China poured $76 billion (USD) into export support for Chinese companies.51 EXIM witnesses 
before the Subcommittee noted that many U.S. manufacturers, particularly small businesses, 
were unaware of EXIM resources. The witnesses indicated further that DHS advice on strategic 
deployment of lending would be welcomed, given the Department’s substantial overseas 
footprint and the fact that DHS may identify needs (e.g. TSA for scanning gear, CISA for 
information and communications technology) before other parts of the U.S. government.  
 
Cyberspace Solarium Commission 
 
The most recent and important recognition of the need for new economic security measures 
comes from the bipartisan Cyberspace Solarium Commission. The Commission was formed to 
address risks in the cyber domain, one of the fastest growing areas of national and economic 
security vulnerability for the United States. Most concerning for nation-states, some cyberattacks 
could disrupt the most critical of our infrastructures and essential services, such as the power 
grid.52 Such an attack could be launched by itself or combined with some other crisis, like a 
kinetic attack or natural disaster. Short of nuclear war, it may be the gravest threat to the security 
of the American homeland. 

Our adversaries understand the potential impact of cyberattacks on the United States. Chinese 
military thinkers have incorporated cyberattacks on our critical infrastructure into their plans for 
war and near-war. A key to successful attacks is the exploitation of supply chain vulnerabilities 
in our information, communications, and industrial control systems. Because China produces so 
many of the components that go into those systems, it has an outsized ability to cause system 
failures. In some cases, simply refusing to supply critical components could cause havoc, but 
even more disruption is possible if the components are shipped and installed with a feature that 
causes them to stop working at the remote command of the People’s Liberation Army.  

There is no more significant economic security vulnerability for the United States, which is why 
so many of the Cyberspace Solarium Commission’s recommendations deal with what might be 
called supply chain risks.  The Subcommittee has studied the Commission’s report with care and 
supports its recommendations for supply chain security. We recommend that Congress and the 
administration adopt them, and that DHS build upon them.53 In particular, the Subcommittee 
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endorses the following Solarium Commission recommendations, which are most relevant to 
economic and supply chain security and which in our judgment require new steps from DHS: 

• Cyberspace Solarium Recommendation 3.1: Increase Cybersecurity and Infrastructure 
Security Agency (CISA) authority to coordinate the sector-specific regulatory agencies. 
Critical infrastructure resilience and national risk management depend upon partnerships 
between the Federal government and the private sector. These relationships are managed by 
sector-specific agencies; but these agencies’ approaches have been inconsistent and 
sometimes hobbled by a lack of authority or expertise. Congress should increase the 
cybersecurity supervisory and coordinating authorities of the Department’s Cybersecurity 
and Infrastructure Security Agency and recognize the Agency’s lead role in managing 
civilian national risk. 

• Cyberspace Solarium Recommendation 3.1.2: Create and resource a joint CISA-FEMA fund 
for resilience initiatives. Market forces do not provide sufficient private sector incentives to 
mitigate cyber risk and improve national resilience. While the Homeland Security Grant 
Program and resourcing for national preparedness under the Federal Management Agency 
(FEMA) are well-established, no equivalent funding stream exists for cybersecurity 
preparedness. A grant system specifically targeted at cyber preparedness and attack 
prevention would significantly enhance the security and resilience of critical infrastructure. A 
joint program between CISA and FEMA would leverage domain expertise (CISA) and 
administrative experience (FEMA), increasing the likelihood of success. 

• Cyberspace Solarium Recommendation 3.3.1: Designate DHS as lead agency for identifying 
cybersecurity services essential to national security. No single Federal agency is currently 
tasked with this mission. To prioritize and designate responsibility for continuity of cyber 
operations, the President or Congress should task DHS to do the planning necessary for 
successful civilian defense and recovery from cyberattack. This would include identifying: 
cybersecurity-related services essential to national security, the private sector’s incident 
response capacity, and the critical infrastructure that must be protected or swiftly repaired in 
the event of an attack.  

• Cyberspace Solarium Recommendation 4.1.1: Set up and staff Critical Technology Security 
Centers to test critical infrastructure devices. The U.S. government currently lacks trusted 
entities to perform cybersecurity evaluations and testing, resulting in uneven threat 
assessments of critical infrastructure. By funding three Critical Technology Security Centers, 
Congress would help remedy this gap. The Centers would serve as a national focal point for 
existing and new research into cybersecurity, and would help provide a more holistic picture 
of U.S. cyber-preparedness. Administered by DHS, these Centers should include personnel 
from the Department of Energy, Department of Commerce, Office of the Director of 
National Intelligence, and the Department of Defense.  

• Cyberspace Solarium Recommendation 5.1: Codify the concept of systemically important 
critical infrastructure and provide support while imposing obligations on the owners of that 
infrastructure. This Commission recommendation expands on Executive Order 13636, which 
called for special attention to the cybersecurity of such critical infrastructure. DHS, with its 
risk management capabilities, should continue to play a large role in the process of 
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identifying systemically important infrastructure and setting cybersecurity expectations for 
that infrastructure. The Subcommittee believes that the Cyberspace Solarium’s 
recommendation, which imposes obligations on all systemically important infrastructure, 
implicitly corrects a serious omission from the executive order. E.O. 13636 exempts from its 
obligations some of the infrastructure at the heart of our economy — commercial and 
consumer IT. To the extent this exception ever made sense, its justification fell apart in the 
2020 pandemic, when the main thing that kept our economy from collapse was the use of 
commercial and consumer IT. We could not have easily withstood a successful cyberattack 
on the internet and videoconferencing tools that enabled many to keep working. Therefore, 
Congress and the President should extend the definition of critical infrastructure to cover 
information technology, and should task DHS with the identification and administration of 
systemically important IT infrastructure.  

• Cyberspace Solarium Recommendation 5.1.2: Coordinate with DHS to collect private sector 
input on intelligence priorities relating to cybersecurity. There is no formal process to solicit 
private sector input into U.S. national intelligence priorities and collection efforts. Because of 
its unique ability to coordinate on cybersecurity with the private sector, DHS is in the best 
position to assist in dissemination and analysis of intelligence affecting the private sector. 
The Subcommittee therefore endorses the Cyberspace Solarium Commission’s 
recommendation that this effort be led by DHS. Congress should provide the authorities and 
resources DHS will need to play this role. 

More recently, the Commission has issued a White Paper focused entirely on supply chain issues  
in information and communications technology.54 The White Paper offers several valuable 
recommendations, three of which bear directly on DHS’s role in economic security. The 
Subcommittee endorses these recommendations in particular. 
 
 Cyberspace Solarium Supply Chain Recommendation 1: Congress should direct the 

executive branch to develop and implement an information and communication technologies 
industrial base strategy. While Congressionally mandated “strategies” without executive 
branch support are too often paper exercises, the administration should support this effort to 
approach economice security strategically. DHS, particularly CISA and the Policy office, 
have much to contribute to the effort and should support it with enthusiasm, leveraging 
existing work from CISA to create a taxonomy of especially critical hardware, software, and 
services within the ICT ecosystem. 
 

 Cyberspace Solarium Supply Chain Recommendation 2: Congress should direct the 
Department of Homeland Security, in coordination with the Department of Commerce, 
Department of Defense, Department of State, and other departments and agencies, to identify 
key information and communication technologies and materials through industry 
consultation and government review. The Subcommittee fully supports legislation directing 
such a review and ensuring that DHS has the resources necessary to carry it out. 

 
 Cyberspace Solarium Supply Chain Recommendation 4: The President should designate a 

lead agency to integrate and coordinate government ICT supply chain risk management 
efforts into an ongoing national strategy and to serve as the nexus for public-private 
partnerships on supply chain risk management. The Subcommittee strongly supports this 
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recommendation, particularly Recommendation 4.1, calling for creation of a supply chain 
intelligence center. The Subommittee concludes that this center should be led by and benefit 
from DHS and its authorities and relationships. See Subcommittee Recommendation 4 
below. 

 
The Role of the Department of Homeland Security 

 

We now turn to the Department of Homeland Security itself. Like the rest of government, it has 
taken several steps to protect economic security. And also like the rest of government, the steps it 
has taken are just the beginning of what is needed. In this section, we will describe briefly what 
DHS components are now doing to improve the nation’s economic security and make 
recommendations for additional steps that Congress, the President, and principally the 
Department itself can take in that direction.  

The listing of recommendations for particular components is not meant to suggest that other 
components lack important responsibilities for economic security. The Coast Guard, to take one 
example, has a major role in ensuring the security of American ports; in so doing it needs to be 
alert to new potential threats to port functioning arising from concentrated foreign ownership of 
port facilities or neighboring properties. Similarly, the Under Secretary for Management (with 
help from Congress) should ensure that DHS procurement policies match the advice the 
Department is providing to others, including enforcement of cybersecurity requirements for 
contractors and an examination of those contractors’ supply chain below the first tier of 
subcontractor. 

One further point: Perhaps one or two of our recommendations can be accomplished with 
minimal additional resources. But by far the majority will require budget support from the 
Secretary, the President, and the Congress. Like most of the operational departments, DHS 
makes policy principally by deciding how it will spend appropriated funds. Economic security 
will never be a DHS (or a national) priority until it becomes a budgetary priority.  

Background for Recommendation 1 
 
DHS has no choice but to play a large role in economic security issues. It is charged with 
preparing for all manner of crises and unpleasant surprises, from major hurricanes to terrorist 
attacks.55 What these events have in common is the need to prioritize and restore essential 
services that may have been disrupted, at least locally. Put another way, DHS is challenged every 
year, and sometimes every day, to understand what parts of our infrastructure are essential to the 
functioning of the country.  

This means that the Department is well-positioned to grasp the implications of supply chain 
vulnerabilities for the functioning of American society and the American economy. While the 
Department of Defense has done significant work to protect the defense industrial base, there is 
no analogous framework for assessing risks outside the defense base. 
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DHS should take responsibility for this mission, acting as a complement to the Defense 
Department’s IndPol (discussed above) and addressing critical gaps in the supply chains that 
determine the resilience and security of critical functions and infrastructure. To do this job, DHS 
needs to engage in a disciplined analysis of events likely to strain the nation’s resilience and 
preparedness. Some are obvious — terror attacks and natural disasters — and have been the 
subject of DHS preparation for decades. That experience should be brought to bear on other 
events, from pandemics to a prolonged electric grid failure, with a goal of identifying 
concentrated systemic dependencies that could interfere with quick recovery. To bring together 
the components that have relevant economic security expertise, the department recently 
established an Economic Security Council. It coordinates internal DHS activities relating to 
continuity of the civilian economy, particularly focused on supply chain issues. The 
Subcommittee supports this innovation; intradepartmental coordination is essential for the 
economic security mission.   

Recommendation 1: The department should institutionalize the Economic Security 
Council. Congress should provide a legislative mandate for the establishment and 
maintenance of the council to identify concentrated risks, to set priorities and to 
coordinate enterprise-wide action on economic security matters.  

 
CISA 
 
Background for Recommendation 2 

CISA is one of the key components of DHS that could advance economic security. CISA already 
plays two large roles in identifying and remediating supply chain vulnerabilities:56  
 
 Federal Cybersecurity. Along with the National Security Agency (NSA), CISA is the 

nation’s resource on cybersecurity. While NSA focuses on the digital vulnerabilities of 
the Defense Department and its suppliers, CISA’s Cybersecurity Division has 
responsibility for improving the cybersecurity of all civilian agencies and the rest of the 
private sector. It also has large, shared responsibility under the Federal Acquisition 
Supply Chain Security Act of 2018 and in support of the Federal Acquisition Security 
Council (FASC), for addressing threats to the federal government’s communications and 
information technology procurements. Within the FASC, CISA has been formally 
designated as the Information Sharing Agency. 

 
 Critical Infrastructure. CISA is charged with addressing the resilience of all civilian 

infrastructure. CISA leads an ICT Supply Chain Risk Management Task Force with 
industry partners. CISA also offers a range of voluntary tools, assessments, training, and 
information sharing mechanisms to enable partners to be more vigilant against the rapidly 
evolving threat landscape of cyber, physical, supply chain, and other digitally enabled 
threats 
 

In addition, CISA’s National Risk Management Center (NRMC) identifies and takes the lead in 
addressing a wide range of public-private risks that go beyond cybersecurity, many tied to supply 
chain vulnerabilities. The Risk Management Center must identify those parts of the nation’s 
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infrastructure that should be prioritized in any crisis. This is the intellectual foundation on which 
economic security measures should be built; NRMC has identified a list of 55 National Critical 
Functions, from supplying water to conducting elections, that are essential for achieving what the 
Cyberspace Solarium Commission aptly describes as “Continuity of the Economy.”   
 
CISA and its Risk Management Center have already provided “Continuity of the Economy” 
assistance to policymakers. NRMC played a role in responding to the COVID-19 emergency by 
identifying operators so critical to infrastructure resilience that their workers should be exempted 
from state travel restrictions. NRMC also maintained a risk snapshot of commodity shortages in 
the COVID-19 crisis. Finally, the center supported the Commerce Department’s study of U.S. 
dependence on unreliable suppliers, identifying the most critical sectors facing such dependence.  
 
 
The Office of Management  

As CISA’s responsibility for advising others about cybersecurity has grown more prominent, it 
has become critical that DHS lead by example in its own cybersecurity and supply chain 
practices. This requires considerable coordination among multiple offices. The Acquisition 
Office, the Chief Information Officer, CISA, and the component engaged in a procurement — all 
have a legitimate interest in the security and supply chain provisions of the contract. Even the 
Science and Technology Office, which currently tests products to make sure they meet the 
Department’s needs, should be involved at the outset to make sure that its security testing 
corresponds to standards set from the start. This is a knotty coordination problem, and unless the 
Secretary insists on coordination, conflicts will arise after it is too late to resolve them easily. 
 
Ideally, many of these concerns can be addressed by early use of tools like DevSecOps and 
model-based systems engineering. But proper coordination, like proper security design, can get 
lost in a rush to implementation. The Secretary needs to make clear that he or she expects 
components to bring new IT projects forward for coordination before the schedule is jammed, 
and that the other offices with a stake in security need to match the component’s urgency when 
the project is brought forward. While in the end the responsibility for enforcing coordination lies 
with the Secretary, the mechanism for carrying it out can and should be the Economic Security 
Council, where all the cybersecurity stakeholders will be represented. 
 

Recommendation 2: DHS must lead by example in procurement practices that foster 
cybersecurity, including supply chain security. The Secretary should ensure effective 
coordination through the Economic Security Council or some other mechanism among 
the many offices that can contribute to security in acquisitions, including the Office of 
Management, the Office of Acquisition, the acquiring component, CISA, the Chief 
Information Officer, and the Office of Science and Technology.  

  
The Office of Strategy, Policy and Plans  

The DHS Policy Office has taken the lead in developing requirements for supply chain mapping 
and should be commended for its willingness to devote resources to the issue.  Like CISA, it has 
a sustained history of engagement with economic security issues. Its CFIUS and Team Telecom 
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unit has long been among the federal government’s more determined advocates for protecting the 
nation’s civilian information and communications infrastructure from risky foreign influence.  

The Policy Office has now combined its nascent economic security capabilities with its 
established CFIUS and Team Telecom staff under a Deputy Assistant Secretary for Economic 
Security. We support this organizational structure, which reinforces the significance of the issue 
and allows the transactional expertise of the CFIUS and Team Telecom staff to be deployed on a 
wider scale. There is a clear need for a political-level policy official to conduct day-to-day policy 
coordination and representation of the Policy Office, both at the interagency level and in working 
with CISA.  

Recommendation 3: A Deputy Assistant Secretary for Economic Security should be 
institutionalized within the Office of Strategy, Policy, and Plans.  

 
Background for Recommendation 4  
 
As the Cyberspace Solarium Commission has recognized, collecting and sharing intelligence on 
supply chain threats has proven to be a challenge; it calls for a National Supply Chain 
Intelligence Center.57 DHS has a vital interest in the best possible intelligence on supply chain 
risks, both those affecting federal civilian networks and those that touch critical private 
infrastructure. As already discussed, DHS is in the best position to bring together intelligence 
from other agencies and to create a protected channel of communication to and from private 
industry about supply chain risks. The Center can draw on and coordinate with other DHS efforts 
to address supply chain risk, including the Supply Chain and Counterintelligence Risk 
Management Task Force, called for in Section 6306 of the 2020 National Defense Authorization 
Act (NDAA), the Information Sharing Agency activity recognized by the FASC, and the 
Communications Supply Chain Risk Information Partnership (C-SCRIP) created in accordance 
with Section 8(a) of the Secure and Trusted Communications Networks Act of 2019 (Public Law 
No. 116-124). In addition, the Department can and should become a voice for the private sector 
in dealing with the intelligence community, both in prioritizing supply chain risks and in 
pressing for more intelligence that private sector entities can actually use.  
 
A Supply Chain Intelligence Center should do more than pass on intelligence about particularly 
risky suppliers. Working with the National Risk Management Center, it should identify both the 
infrastructure whose failure would cause the greatest harm – and indicators that will tell us when 
a hostile power seeks the ability to attack that infrastructure.  
 
One way to share supply chain intelligence may be fusion centers. The purpose of the fusion 
centers is to “enhance critical infrastructure protection” with “a broad and secure exchange of 
sensitive but unclassified … information between federal agencies, owners and operators, and 
state and local governments.”58 Today, some centers, such as the Pennsylvania Criminal 
Intelligence Center, are actively working with the private sector, while others have very limited 
engagement. The Pennsylvania Criminal Intelligence Center provides regular briefings and alerts 
on threats and vulnerabilities to hundreds of private sector and critical infrastructure partners. It 
was able to quickly pivot to information sharing on coronavirus developments in 2020 and could 
no doubt expand to supply chain risks just as quickly. 
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Recommendation 4: The intelligence community and DHS should create a joint supply 
chain intelligence center with private sector entities as participants and customers. This 
center should provide practical guidance about suppliers that may pose a particular risk. 
The center should also influence intelligence collection priorities and provide feedback to 
improve the quality of supply chain intelligence. 

 
Background for Recommendation 5  
 
While combining the economic security unit with the CFIUS and Team Telecom unit makes 
sense, more capacity is needed. Currently, the Policy Office focuses on economic security in the 
context of single transactions, usually with a 45-day deadline. Such decisionmaking can produce 
focused and prompt resolutions, but it does not deal well with broader supply chain issues, such 
as competitors who expand organically rather than through acquisition, or who have received 
state assistance in the form of subsidies or cyberespionage support. CFIUS cases are enormously 
valuable in identifying a supply chain problem but they rarely provide a complete solution to the 
problem they uncover. To go beyond individual cases to more strategic assessments and 
solutions will require more resources, and perhaps substantially more resources.  

 
CISA also has a role in supply chain analysis, and it currently has more resources dedicated to 
the issue than any other part of DHS. That said, in order for the Department to manage its 
enterprise-wide activities and functionally coordinate within the interagency, the Office of 
Strategy, Policy and Plans has an important function to play. The roles of CISA and the Office of 
Strategy, Policy and Plans could be harmonized and integrated. The Deputy Assistant Secretary 
for Economic Security could perform this function, serving as a bridge between Policy and 
CISA. For efficient coordination, however, the roles and responsibilities of CISA and the Office 
of Strategy, Policy and Plans need to be better defined. Ultimately, this is a question for the 
Secretary and perhaps Congress. 
 

Recommendation 5: The Secretary should define roles and missions and coordination 
responsibilities between CISA and the Office of Strategy, Policy and Plans, for the task 
of mapping civilian supply chain and economic security risks. 

 
No matter how responsibilities are divided, the task is essential. In the long run, the nation needs 
the capability to identify all supply chain threats to its economic security, to prioritize them, and 
to construct a strategy for remediating the threats. This is what the Defense Department’s IndPol 
does for our industrial base, and the events of recent years have demonstrated that we can no 
longer leave our economic security to chance and the market. DHS is a necessary participant in 
any such effort. 
 
Background for Recommendation 6  
 
That said, comprehensively mapping supply chains that might impact national economic security 
is a daunting task. Further, a comprehensive but superficial analysis of many key supply chains 
will not be nearly as useful as an in-depth understanding of a few high-priority industries that 
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includes risk-informed assessments and recommendations for mitigation. DHS would make more 
progress more quickly in this mission by focusing its efforts on a handful of tasks, using those 
efforts to establish the right methodologies and capabilities and to build interdepartmental and 
interagency cooperation.   

 
Put another way, DHS should not try immediately to do for the entire civilian economy what the 
Defense Department’s IndPol does for the defense industrial base. Defense has much more 
experience and more resources focused on a much narrower set of industries and supply chains. 
DHS needs to pick its shots, emulating in some respects the Air Force Office of Commercial and 
Economic Analysis, which performs case studies rather than boil-the-ocean analyses and which 
has earned a strong reputation by doing those studies well, rather than by seeking broad 
authorities and the bureaucratic competition that can engender. 

 
Recommendation 6: At the start, the DHS economic security effort should be 
incremental, focused on high-impact, focused reviews of priority topics/sectors. 

With that limitation in mind, we offer a set of suggestions for ways in which DHS’s economic 
security unit can focus its efforts on topics that will be most useful and that can ultimately form 
the foundation of a comprehensive economic security plan for the civilian economy.  
 
Background for Recommendation 6a  
 
First, the Commerce Department welcomed the assistance of DHS in its past assessments of 
critical industry vulnerabilities, and the Commerce Department has just been assigned sweeping 
but ill-defined authority to exclude from the nation’s information and communications networks 
any foreign-owned technology that poses undue risks of sabotage or subversion.59 To carry out 
this responsibility, the Commerce Department will need the kind of analytic capabilities DHS 
seeks to build.  
 

Recommendation 6a: DHS should formalize its role in supplying data and risk 
management analysis to the Commerce Department pursuant to E.O. 13873. 
 

Background for Recommendation 6b  
 
A second and urgently needed project concerns the “Made in China 2025” policy described 
earlier. This is the policy that has driven over 75% of China’s mercantilist practices, including 
intellectual property theft, cyberespionage, and predatory trade actions. By and large, the purpose 
of Made in China 2025 and similar mandates is to improve China’s economic and national 
security at the expense of the United States in the same fields.60   
 
So, as a first-order metric for defending U.S. economic security, why not start with China’s plan 
of attack? The Department could conduct an analysis of how successful the Made in China 2025 
plan and the broader Chinese industrial planning strategy have been or are likely to be in 
hollowing out U.S. sources of supply. Where needed, the Department could follow up with 
policy responses to ensure the continued viability of the industries China wants to take away.  
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Recommendation 6b: DHS should conduct a joint DoD-DHS analysis of the industries 
identified by China as its priorities for ensuring China’s economic security (and reducing 
the economic security of the United States).  The study should ask two questions about 
every industry on China’s shopping list: which U.S. producers are put at risk by China’s 
mercantilist policies and what can the U.S. do to ensure their survival? 

 
Background for Recommendation 6c  
 
A third way for DHS to expand its economic security capabilities is to build on a foundation laid 
by CFIUS and Team Telecom. It often occurs that a CFIUS or Team Telecom matter exposes a 
vulnerability not previously understood. But these authorities only allow the government to 
permit or veto a particular transaction. Often, though, the transaction simply brings to light a 
much broader supply chain problem; a wider study of the industry and of remedial actions is 
frequently needed.  
 
As an example, the government was first forced to consider the risks posed to U.S. critical 
infrastructure by Chinese telecommunications equipment makers in 2007, when CFIUS was 
asked to rule on a transaction that would have given Huawei a large role in the U.S. company, 
3Com.61 After the deal caused concern at the highest levels of government, it was rejected.62 
Unfortunately, once they had voted against the transaction, the Cabinet officials who mistrusted 
Huawei had no easy way to ask for a broader review of the company and the risks it might pose. 
So, when an economic stimulus bill was written in a hurry in 2009, it included $7.2 billion in 
broadband grants and loans — without anyone asking whether the funds might be spent 
installing Chinese telecommunications gear in U.S. networks. In fact, many rural and smaller 
carriers were offered Chinese equipment at low prices. These carriers installed so much Chinese 
equipment that, ten years later, the Federal Communications Commission had to go back to 
Congress and ask it to appropriate $1.8 billion to get those same carriers to rip the Chinese gear 
out of their networks.63 One reason for this debacle was the loss of institutional memory 
following the rejection of the 3Com transaction. While CFIUS continued to be suspicious of any 
Huawei (and ZTE) acquisitions, the remaining elements of U.S. policymaking were never 
engaged in addressing the threat that such acquisitions posed to U.S. economic security. The 
DHS economic security unit should be made available to build on what is learned in CFIUS 
reviews and to recommend broader responses to threats identified during those reviews. The 
same is true for referrals from members of Team Telecom and from the Commerce Department 
after actions under E.O. 13873. 

 
Recommendation 6c: DHS should conduct industry-wide supply chain assessments of 
particular companies or industries based on referrals from CFIUS, from Team Telecom, 
and from the E.O. 13873 interagency process. 

 
Background for Recommendation 6d  
 
Fourth, the Federal Acquisition Security Council (FASC) is just beginning its work of searching 
out suppliers who should not be part of federal procurements. But a supplier who is deemed too 
risky for federal purchase is probably also too risky for critical civilian infrastructure. However 
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the FASC does not have authority over private procurement decisions. Where the FASC is 
concerned about the security of a product but lacks a complete set of tools for addressing the 
private-sector side of the problem, DHS should be willing to accept referrals from the FASC to 
assess the supplier and to recommend appropriate steps to counteract any economic security risks 
posed by the supplier.  

 
Recommendation 6d: DHS’s economic security unit should also accept referrals from 
the Federal Acquisition Security Council. It should be possible for the Council to seek a 
broader study of a particular industry or company than the Council itself is designed to 
perform. DHS’s economic security unit should be prepared to accept such referrals. 

 
Background for Recommendation 6e  
 
Fifth, the Coast Guard, CBP, and the Transportation Security Administration all purchase big-
ticket hardware from suppliers whose products they must trust; they have an interest in the long-
term viability and security of their suppliers — and in having a choice of secure bidders in 
future. These DHS components could refer one or more of these suppliers or endangered 
capabilities to the economic security unit for a deeper dive into the conditions of competition in 
specific sectors and the risk that insecure suppliers may supplant those on whom DHS relies. The 
Economic Security Council can help the Secretary in prioritizing these concerns, and the 
economic security unit can conduct the analysis and develop the options for ensuring security of 
supply. 
 

Recommendation 6e: The DHS economic security unit should accept nominations for 
economic security reviews from DHS components concerned about their critical 
components. 

 
Background for Recommendation 7  
 
DoD’s economic security unit, IndPol, weighs in routinely with the Justice Department and 
Federal Trade Commission (FTC) on mergers and acquisitions that affect the defense industrial 
base, particularly where a combination would reduce competition for defense procurement. 
While DHS has fewer large procurements, it has some (icebreakers, scanning equipment) and it 
has an interest in a competitive communications and information technology market. DHS 
should therefore establish a central ability to respond effectively when the FTC or Justice seeks 
comment on filings under the Hart-Scott-Rodino merger procedures. 
 

Recommendation 7: DHS’s economic security unit should be a focal point for Hart-
Scott-Rodino reviews where the merger could reduce competition or security in sales of 
equipment that is vital to DHS missions, such as icebreakers and cargo and traveler 
scanning equipment. 
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Federal Emergency Management Agency 

 
Though best known for its disaster response role, the Federal Emergency Management Agency 
(FEMA) has a number of authorities and programs that can help strengthen economic security.  
  
Background for Recommendation 8 
 
As the nation mobilized for the Korean War, officials realized that the federal government lacked 
the domestic authorities needed to successfully confront our Cold War adversaries. The Defense 
Production Act of 1950, together with other mobilization and civil defense authorities, gave rise 
to the nation’s ability to prepare itself for war.64 The agency responsible for executing these 
authorities is FEMA.65  
  
President Reagan embraced FEMA’s Cold War mission and empowered it with additional 
authorities during the 1980s. However, since the 1950s this had become a patchwork of statutes 
and executive orders that were successively layered on top of each other, rather than a 
comprehensive set of actionable plans. And since the end of the Cold War, the FEMA programs 
supporting the DPA and related authorities have atrophied.  
  
Faced with shortages of medical and personal protective equipment during the 2020 pandemic, 
the Trump Administration utilized the DPA to speed acquisition. While FEMA was able to 
successfully implement the DPA, the experience demonstrated the need to be better prepared for 
future supply disruptions.  While several DPA Titles have been actively employed before and 
during the COVID-19 pandemic, there is a clear need to reframe the DPA at the national level to 
make the best use of its authorities to address future national emergencies. 
  
The DPA also includes measures that can stop the decline of an industry or exclude a dangerous 
supplier. Title III of the DPA funds a variety of programs to preserve or jumpstart U.S. industries 
that are critical to the U.S. supply chain, and has been used successfully by the U.S. Department 
of Defense in the past. 
  
While Title III has been delegated to DOD for execution, the COVID-19 response has clearly 
shown its potential to support industrial base and economic security needs across the spectrum, 
through numerous projects in support of HHS requirements in the areas of personal protective 
equipment and public health. DHS has one active-in-Title III project underway, but it should 
strengthen this connection and its use of Title III by partnering with DoD to build an institutional 
capacity to identify homeland industrial base weaknesses and develop Title III projects to 
mitigate these areas. 
  

Recommendation 8a: FEMA, in coordination with DHS and the interagency, should put 
forward a framework for an executive order or legislation that revives and makes best use 
of existing authorities under the Defense Production Act and related executive and 
statutory authorities. 
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Recommendation 8b: FEMA should rebuild its internal structures and programs to 
ensure that it has the resources necessary to respond to sudden national shortages during a 
national emergency.  
  
Recommendation 8c: FEMA and DHS should strengthen their engagement with the 
Title III program under the Defense Production Act, and develop an institutional 
capability to sponsor and follow through on the use of Title III funds to meet homeland 
economic security goals. 

 
 
The Trade Enforcement and Immigration Agencies — CBP, ICE/HSI, and USCIS 

 
Background for Recommendations  9, 10 and 11  
 
The trade and immigration components of the Department have important roles to play in 
economic security arising both from their enforcement responsibilities and from the situational 
awareness that enforcement can provide. Many of the policy tools that support economic security 
depend on CBP and ICE/Homeland Security Investigations (HSI) for enforcement. This 
obviously includes antidumping and countervailing duty tariffs, where circumvention through 
transshipment and other origin fraud is a serious problem. It also includes trading with 
sanctioned parties. ICE/HSI Global Trade enforcement should make these activities a measurable 
enforcement budget priority. 

 
The intelligence arms of these agencies could also be used on a priority basis to look for evasions 
of economic security measures. CBP’s National Targeting Center (NTC) and the ICE Global 
Trade unit could both be tasked to prioritize enforcement of economic security measures. The 
NTC collects and fuses data across both outbound and inbound shipments and individuals. NTC 
data, tools, and analysis are an important contribution to the broader economic security analyses 
and intelligence gathering efforts envisioned in the DHS economic security unit. CBP should 
assess whether its targeting applications need to be retooled to address emerging economic 
security threats; and the proposed economic security unit should leverage NTC data and analysis 
wherever possible. 
 
Enforcement prioritization at ICE/HSI is in the end a matter of enforcement hours spent on 
particular categories of violation. It would make sense, for example, for the Executive Associate 
Director for HSI at ICE to set targets for enforcement hours in this category of investigation in 
coordination with the Economic Security Council. 
 
We are aware that another Homeland Security Advisory Committee subcommittee will be 
looking closely at visa reforms, many of which will require legislation to implement. That said, 
we urge that subcommittee, and U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services (USCIS), to closely 
scrutinize the EB-5 Investor Visa Program, which attracts foreign capital and investors, offering 
residency in exchange for targeted investments in the U.S. economy and associated job creation.  
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EB-5 has long attracted Chinese nationals, and applications from China represent the majority of 
those received by USCIS.66 Concerns have been raised regarding Chinese state-sponsored 
nationals seeking U.S. residency through this program as a means of extending surveillance and 
intelligence gathering. Potential risks and vulnerabilities should be identified, addressed and 
monitored closely. As other avenues of immigration have closed, EB-5 is likely to be exploited 
more systematically by the Chinese government.   
 
Finally, the standards and scrutiny for visas granted to students and technology workers from 
countries of concern are obviously relevant to possible economic espionage and the future 
competitiveness of U.S. companies. USCIS and ICE already have authority to improve 
information sharing with each other, specifically by increasing USCIS access to Student & 
Exchange Visitor Information System (SEVIS) data and increased coordination between 
USCIS’s Fraud Detection and National Security Directorate and ICE’s Student and Exchange 
Visitor Program. They should work more closely on investigations and site visits for technology-
heavy visa programs such as CPT (Curricular Practical Training), OPT (Optional Practical 
Training), and Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics OPT. Further, to make it 
easier to screen high-risk populations, the State Department, CBP, ICE, and USCIS should be 
capturing standardized data (such as employment history, current/prior R&D affiliations, 
participation in foreign government-sponsored talent recruitment programs, etc.) on those who 
seek visas to study or conduct research in the United States; that data should be automatically 
available to all three agencies through their respective IT systems. 

 
Recommendation 9: The Secretary should direct CBP and ICE/HSI to make 
enforcement of economic security measures a measurable enforcement priority — and an 
intelligence collection target. 

Recommendation 10: The Secretary should direct USCIS and ICE to increase 
coordination on student visas, granting USCIS appropriate access to SEVIS data and 
working together on site visits and investigations in technology-heavy visa programs 
such as CPT and OPT. The Secretary should direct CBP, ICE, and USCIS to standardize 
and make available to each other data on foreign nationals coming to the U.S. for 
research and study; the State Department should join in this initiative. 

Recommendation 11: USCIS and the relevant HSAC subcommittee should review the 
EB-5 program for the risk that Chinese applicants may be operating as agents of the 
Chinese government. 

 
The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) 

TSA’s responsibility for aviation security has put it on the front line of multiple economic 
security issues. The most pressing concerns are drones and the machines that TSA uses to inspect 
cargo and passengers for dangerous items.  

Drones. Unmanned aerial systems (UAS) range from toys capable of staying airborne for a few 
minutes to highly sophisticated military-grade systems capable of autonomous, long-range, zero-
radio frequency emissions flight. UAS are rapidly becoming more sophisticated, with complex 
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features like altitude and GPS or waypoint navigation. These devices are technically complex 
enough to use artificial intelligence programs like machine vision and networked sensing to 
operate with a high degree of coordination and with limited operational oversight. While 
“swarming” is still some years down the road, in 2020 drones are already fully capable of 
coordinated flight.67 Further, many UAS have customizable settings that alter their level of 
detectability.  
 
UAS raises a host of new policy issues, and TSA will need both more resources and new 
partners. The primary focus of American legislation on UAS has been to authorize certain 
agencies to detect, monitor, track, and disrupt UAS. TSA needs to be part of this effort, but in the 
long run, state and local law enforcement will require counter-UAS capabilities. Up to now, less 
attention has been paid to securing the supply chains, proprietary technology, or device integrity 
of UAS. This is growing more urgent as agencies like CBP and FEMA begin to use UAS 
routinely. As UAS come to play a more significant role in the American economy and in 
resiliency planning, the fact that the majority of UAS manufacturing occurs overseas represents a 
vulnerability to state-based adversaries, particularly China.  
 
In recognition of this vulnerability, Presidential Determination No. 2019-13 called for the 
reshoring of UAS. Without domestic production capability for small UAS, as the American 
economy becomes reliant on drones to function, state adversaries like China will have an 
inappropriate ability to negatively influence American economic security. However, little 
functional action has been taken and the small-UAS market remains dominated by Chinese 
manufacturer DJI, whose UAS have been found to be one-tenth of the cost of an equivalent 
American manufactured product.68 This financial disparity means that American manufacturers 
may not be able to meet demand for small UAS in a conflict, particularly one involving the PRC. 
This represents a significant national security challenge. It is unlikely that American companies 
will be able to compete directly with Chinese UAS manufacturers without USG support.  
 
Background for Recommendation 12  
 
If, as expected, American airspace is fully integrated with UAS by 2030, state adversaries like 
China will have a greater incentive to build electronic backdoors into UAS manufactured in their 
areas of influence. These backdoors could be used for a range of problematic activities, from the 
passive collection of information on American operations and operators to direct interference 
with crisis response. UAS manufactured by market leader DJI have been found to be insecure, 
with no way to stop device information sharing with the manufacturer.69 In 2020, the Department 
of the Interior grounded all non-emergency UAS use over such national security concerns.70  
 
Even less overt interference, like slowing the supply of UAS and UAS materials during a crisis 
could have tremendous effects on a UAS-integrated economy. For example, in 2020, UAS are 
used commercially to deliver packages, measure the height and density of crops, monitor 
infrastructure, inspect power lines and utilities, and explore for oil, gas, and precious minerals.71 
As companies and industries become reliant on UAS to carry out essential tasks, the UAS threat 
shifts from irresponsible individual users (pilots) to a hostile nation-state. As things stand now, 
domestic manufacturers are unable to provide an alternative to Chinese supplies in a cost-
effective manner. 
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We do not write on a blank slate here. The HSAC Subcommittee on Emerging Technologies 
issued a Final Report on Unmanned Aerial and Ground-Based Systems on February 24, 2020.72 
This report relies upon and fully endorses the recommendations in that report. 

Recommendation 12: DHS should engage its interagency partners to:  
 
 Spur creation of a technology oversight and regulating task force to ensure that rapidly 

evolving Chinese technology does not evade necessary regulation; 
 Expand UAS regulatory resources (with support from Congress); 
 Encourage and actively support innovation in the development and production of UAS 

in the United States by U.S. companies, particularly for those UAS intended for U.S. 
government use; 
 Regulate the export of data (such as imagery) collected by UAS manufacturers; 
 Consider requiring validation of the security of software, firmware, hardware and 

other UAS elements; and 
 Ensure effective detection and tracking of UAS and identification of UAS registrants  
 

Cargo and Passenger Screening Equipment. Nuctech, a Chinese state-owned enterprise founded 
in 1997 by the son of former Chinese Prime Minister Hu Jin Tao, is a leading supplier of 
screening technologies in more than 160 countries.73 Founded at Tsinghua University, the 
company’s roots lie in the nuclear industry. Their systems are used to screen personnel, 
passengers, cargo, vehicles, parcel/post, explosives, liquids, and in other environments, both 
within and outside the United States. 

Background for Recommendation 13  
 
Nuctech has faced public scrutiny of a number of its actions, including investigations into 
corrupt practices related to procurements of airport screening technologies in Namibia and 
Taiwan in 2009.74 The European Union issued an anti-dumping order against Nuctech around the 
same time, after it flooded the market with Nuctech screening systems priced well below the 
market. China retaliated by slapping tariffs on European-produced screening equipment. 
However, Nuctech’s market share has continued to grow.75 In the last few weeks, the company 
has come under public scrutiny by the Canadian Commission on Trade for a recent award to 
provide screening technologies in 170 Canadian embassies, consulates and high commissions 
worldwide.76   

Concerns have been expressed to the Subcommittee about the security of screening 
algorithms and data collected or used by Nuctech. Another significant concern is the 
requirement that maintenance on Nuctech equipment be completed by Chinese technicians.  
This creates a vulnerability where the technician could either recover screening data or alter 
the equipment’s performance without visibility by the operator. If the data and algorithms are 
not secure from theft or tampering, the use of such equipment in foreign airports should be a 
negative factor in TSA’s assessment of those airports’ security.77 
 
Nuctech is no stranger to controversy in the United States. In 2016, Nuctech applied to be listed 
on TSA’s approved air cargo screening technology list, enlisting the help of Washington 
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lobbyists Cassidy and Associates to help its efforts.78 The company’s application was ultimately 
denied by TSA (the results of the review are not public). Nonetheless, this is a good example of a 
company that fell outside of both formal interagency channels of review (e.g. CFIUS) and more 
recent executive orders (e.g. those covering the IT supply chain).       
 

Recommendation 13: TSA and the Deputy Assistant Secretary for Economic Security 
should jointly review the threat posed by Nuctech and other passenger and cargo 
screening equipment from China, with particular emphasis on Nuctech’s access to data 
and algorithms used by security agencies. DHS should decide whether the use of insecure 
equipment is consistent with TSA’s foreign airport security assessment standards.   

 
 
Additional Homeland Security Stakeholders 

A fundamental cornerstone of the homeland security enterprise is that it is truly a national 
enterprise and not just the activities of one agency or even the federal government. Private 
citizens, the private sector, nongovernmental organizations, tribal, local and state governments 
all have a role to play. Indeed, it is critically important not to over-federalize response and 
mitigation. Resilience and response are weakened when states and local communities become 
more dependent on the federal government.  
 
This doctrinal approach to homeland security activities should be reflected in department and 
interagency activities regarding economic security. In many cases, government should be 
informing and enabling private sector, civil society, local government and community response 
— not supplanting it.  
 
Background for Recommendation 14: 

The United States government has traditionally relied heavily on the private sector to suggest, 
comment on, and in some cases adopt standards for emerging technology. But it has a strong 
interest in the fairness, security, and reliability of the standards adopted by industry, and this 
interest is exemplified by the breadth of activities by the Commerce Department’s National 
Institute of Standards and Technology. In recent years, China has launched a major government 
and industry effort to influence a range of global standards, including those affecting 5G 
technology, data security, e-commerce, security screening equipment, and other critical areas.  
Of a piece with China’s push to change the rules of global engagement and global governance, 
the standards initiative seeks to produce standards outcomes more favorable to — and even 
controlled by — Beijing. The engagement of the Chinese government in this effort means that 
the United States can no longer rely entirely on the American private sector to ensure fair, 
secure, and reliable outcomes in international standards processes. Like other parts of the federal 
government, DHS should identify Chinese government influence on standards important to the 
Department and bring its concerns to the relevant  interagency coordination bodies. 
 

Recommendation 14: In coordination with the federal interagency process, the 
Department should identify relevant global standard-setting activities likely to have an 
impact on DHS and determine whether Chinese government efforts to influence the 
standards require monitoring or action.  
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